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 POETRY: a Magazine of Verse

 All honor, then, to the diligence, wisdom, and magna
 nimity of Mr. Whicher's act of atonement, vicarious per
 force but staunch with no little of Emily's own oblique
 integrity.

 James Daly

 THE 16TH CENTURY LYRIC IN ENGLAND'
 A Critical and Historical Reinterpretation: Part II

 I HAVE described briefly the chief masters of the
 school when at its height, but there is much related

 and earlier poetry in the 16th century which pos
 sesses similar qualities and remarkable merit. The
 procedure of Wyatt resembles that of Gascoigne more
 closely than it resembles the procedure of Sidney, and
 if we consider him a member of the school and except
 Raleigh, he is Gascoigne's most formidable rival. His
 epigram, Tagus Farewell, bears a close resemblance to
 Googe's poem On Coming Homeward out of Spain, prob
 ably suggested it, and certainly surpasses it. Wyatt's poem
 on mutability, beginning Is it possible, is one of the finest
 poems of the century. One 'should mention as excellent
 examples of this aspect of Wyatt at least the following
 poems: I abide and abide, They flee from me, It may be
 good, Your looks so often cast, Disdain me not, Perdie I
 said it not, If. thou wilt mighty be, I have sought long,

 'This is the second of a series of three articles by Mr. Winters on
 the 16th century lyric. The third will appear in a future issue.-ED.
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 And wilt thou leave me thus, It was my choice, Forget not
 yet, What should I say, Hate whom ye list, Sighs are my
 food, Madam withouten many words, Within my breast I
 never thought it gain, It burneth yet, alas!, Speak thou and
 speed, and Under this stone. Most of these lyrics are minor;
 none is as great as the best of Gascoigne or Raleigh; yet
 nearly all are masterly. The reader coming upon them
 directly from Gascoigne may be reminded of Sidney, for
 it is certain that Wyatt had effectively assimilated more
 of the Italian influence than Gascoigne was able to as
 similate; yet if the reader will come to them from Sidney,
 he is likely to be more strongly reminded of Gascoigne.
 The resemblance to Gascoigne, which resides in a certain
 directness of diction and in a rich but matter-of-fact hu
 manity, is the measure of Wyatt's superiority to Sidney.
 There are a few poems in which the resemblance to Gascoigne
 is more noticeable, especially, A spending hand; and there
 are some thoroughly fine poems that bear a greater re
 semblance to Sidney, especially, My lute awake, All heavy
 minds, Comfort thyself, Lo what it is to love, Leave then
 to slander love, Ah, my heart, what aileth thee. The
 sonnets, of course, like certain other poems are Petrarchan
 in intention as well as in derivation; but of the entire group,
 only one, Whoso list to hunt, has any notable interest as
 poetry. In making these comparisons, I am concerned with
 qualities of style and not with the derivations of individual
 poems, passages, or lines. Wyatt, in a few of his more
 polished lyrics, and within a limited range of subject, came
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 nearer to effecting a fusion of these two tendencies-before,
 properly speaking, the advent of either of the two schools
 best representing them-than anyone else was to come until
 the period of Jonson and Donne.
 Surrey has moved closer to Sidney, but in part because

 of the language inherited from Wyatt, in part because of
 the relative stiffness of his meters, lines emerge suggestive
 of the plainer school:

 The secret thoughts imparted with such trust,
 The wanton talk, the divers change of play,
 The friendship sworn, each promise kept so just,
 Wherewith we passed the winter nights away.

 And again:
 Calm is the sea; the waves work less and less.

 In general, we may say of Surrey that he exemplifies in
 some measure a struggle between the two tendencies: he is
 striving to come closer to what Sidney later achieved than
 his language permits; whereas in Wyatt there was, at the
 best, a kind of reconciliation. There is a similar struggle
 later and on a larger scale in Drayton and in Greville, and
 a similar reconciliation in Jonson. When I use the term
 struggle, I mean that there is a tendency for certain lines
 to stand out sharply from the more or less Petrarchan
 frame-work as reversions to the earlier type; the struggle is
 not, ordinarily, destructive of poetic style, but it is some
 times very obvious notwithstanding. Nicholas Grimald,
 ordinarily one of the worst of poets, contributed one fine
 poem to Tottel's miscellany, a poem purely in the older
 manner, beginning: Mirror of matrons. Thomas Lord
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 Vaux, who appeared in Tottel and in The Paradise of
 Dainty Devices, is one of the finest representatives of the
 school; except for the small number of his poems, he is
 nearly as impressive as Wyatt. His best poems are: I loath
 that I did love, in Tottel, and in the later collection, When
 I look back, and When all is done and said, the last in
 particular being one of the most suave and urbane fusions
 of wit, wisdom, and sincere feeling to be found in the
 miscellanies. One should mention also Jasper Heywood, the
 son of Heywood the epigrammatist, and the maternal uncle
 of John Donne, who contributed a few poems to The
 Paradise of Dainty Devices. Heywood was a Jesuit and
 for much of his life an exile. His poetry is competent in
 execution; his moral penetration is sometimes impressive.
 As a poet, he suffers from the fact that his morality is
 purely a morality of expediency - he expresses a grief
 motivated mainly by the realization that the best laid plans
 go wrong; though a priest, he is worldly, yet within narrow
 limits his poetry is moving. His best poem is that begin
 ning, My friend if thou wilt credit me in ought, an ana
 lytical poem strongly suggesting Gascoigne but looser in
 texture.
 The technical range of this school, as compared

 with the range of the greater Petrarchans, is narrow, but
 this is not in itself a defect. Morally these poets display
 a great range and acute perceptions. A limited technique,
 if it is mastered, may be capable of perception as fine and
 as varied as a more elaborate one. In fact, the elaboration
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 of technique may be carried considerably beyond the point
 at which the elaboration has any immediate usefulness, and
 that is more or less the service which Sidney and Spenser
 performed for English letters and the disservice which they
 performed for themselves. They are concerned largely with
 the pleasures of rhetoric for its own sake, though this is
 more true of Spenser than of Sidney, and is more true of
 Sidney's sonnets than of his songs, or at least than of the
 best of them. As a result, these poets communicate in a
 remarkable way the joy of purely rhetorical invention, but
 they spin out small themes to extreme tenuity as a result
 of their inventiveness, for their sensitivity to language is
 far in excess of their moral intelligence. Spenser developed
 the main outlines of a discursive and decorative rhetoric, and
 so taught much to the dramatists and to Milton, who com
 monly used the instrument with more discretion than did
 Spenser. Sidney perfected most of the lyrical graces, and
 worked out in detail the relationships between elaborate
 syntax (that is, the forms of logic) and a variety of beauti
 ful stanzaic and linear structure: he thus became the school
 master of more than a century of lyric poets. He introduced
 a mode of perception too complex for his own poetic powers,
 which were frequently forced to seek matter in the precious
 and the trivial; a mode of perception too complex, indeed,
 for any save the greatest lyrical masters of the Renaissance,
 Shakespeare, Jonson, Donne, and Milton, and which was
 not incapable of leading even those masters frequently astray.
 In such poems as Milton's sonnets On His Blindness and
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 To Cyriack Skinner, as the first of Donne's Holy Sonnets
 (Thou hast made me), as Shakespeare's Tired with all these,

 we have a directness, a freedom from superfluity, equal to
 anything in Gascoigne or in Raleigh, coupled, probably,
 with greater scope and greater flexibility of perception
 than can be found among the early Tudor poets. Or at
 least we can say this: that the later poets were enabled to
 achieve a more finished and sensitive surface through re
 treating from excesses which they fully understood, through
 suggesting by fine modulation qualities which they pre
 ferred not to pursue, than were the earlier poets who wrote
 relatively in ignorance of these excesses; the situation is
 analogous to that of human virtue, which can scarcely be
 said to exist in the absence of a knowledge of sin, since
 without such knowledge choice is impossible.

 Between the extremes of Gascoigne and of Shakespeare,
 throughout the sixteenth and seventeenth.centuries alike, we
 have the taint of decadence, of decoration-, of means in ex
 cess of matter, usually charming, frequently beguiling in
 the extreme, sometimes appropriating most of the
 poem, sometimes scarcely discernible, but likely always to
 appear a little trivial if suddenly faced with one of the
 more classical masterpieces.

 In relation to the poets who preceded them, then, Sidney
 and Spenser, and their fellow Petrarchans, are decadents,
 in the sense that their ingenuity exceeds their intelligence;
 they are concerned in some measure with the meaningless
 fabrication of procedure, and only imperfectly with moral
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 perception. In relation to the poets who succeeded them,
 they are "experimenters" and prophets, for the measure by
 which Shakespeare and Milton surpass Gascoigne and
 Raleigh is at least in part their work. This indicates that
 Sidney and Spenser are poets of transition, linking two
 periods of mastery, and are not the first flowers of Eliza
 bethan poetry, sprung from the desert, which they are
 commonly reputed to be.

 Let us consider briefly the period of transition. The
 principal masters of the Petrarchan movement of the close
 of the century, if we exclude for the moment the poets
 of the song-books, are Sir Philip Sidney, Edmund Spenser,
 Samuel Daniel, Michael Drayton, Sir Fulke Greville, and,
 in whatever degree and at whatever times he is to be con
 sidered a Petrarchan, William Shakespeare. Greene, Peele,
 Lodge, Lily, and other lesser figures show the same influ
 ence, and there are many extremely bad Petrarchan son
 neteers who are of historical rather than of critical interest,
 and whom we need not mention.
 The Petrarchan movement may be said to have gained

 its first great impetus in the eighties with Sidney and Spen
 ser and Greville, and to have continued in part unaltered,
 in part somewhat altered, beyond the end of the century.
 The number of sonnets produced in the last decade of the
 century is well known to have been enormous. For reasons
 that will presently appear, we may say that the Petrarchan
 movement, in so far as it may be said to exist in a fairly
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 pure form, reaches its highest development in its first two
 masters, Sidney and Spenser. Samuel Daniel, a slighter poet,
 is also a fairly pure representative. Drayton and Greville,
 on the other hand, show the Petrarchist tendency in conflict
 with the earlier tendency. Spenser's greatest contribution
 to the movement is his Epithalamion, a poem too familiar
 to need quoting: the poem is long and is discursive to the
 point of diffuseness, but the diffuseness is fresh, enthusiastic,
 and lovely; the poem is ornate, but the ornament has splen
 dor; the poem lacks weight and concentration, and has lit
 tle of the moral grandeur, the grandeur of personal char
 acter, to be discerned in Gascoigne and in Raleigh; how
 ever, the subject-love-is heightened by the Platonism of
 the Petrarchist movement, a Platonism in accordance with

 which the poet tended to see the physical beauty of his mis
 tress as the representation of her moral and intellectual
 beauty, and the latter beauty in turn as the representation
 or symbol of ideal beauty, and thus a guide to perfection
 and an object worthy of worship. Though far from being
 a mere lyric, The Faerie Queen itself is a monument to the
 Petrarchist ideal of poetry, and whether or not the greatest
 monument, certainly the most ambitious. Other long poems
 which bear a close relationship to the movement are Mar
 lowe's Hero and Leander, and Shakespeare's Venus and
 Adonis.

 The form that we commonly regard as most characteristic
 of the school is the sonnet; and we may easily indicate the
 common Petrarchan qualities of style by quoting a sonnet of

 [3271
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 Sir Philip Sidney:

 Highway, since you my chief Parnassus be,
 And that my Muse, to some ears not unsweet,
 Tempers her words to trampling horses' feet
 More oft than to a chamber melody,
 Now blessed you, bear onward blessed me
 To her, where I my heart, safe left, shall meet;
 My Muse and I must you of duty greet
 With thanks and wishes, wishing thankfully.
 Be you still fair, honored by public heed;
 By no encroachment wronged, nor time forgot;
 Nor blamed for blood, nor shamed for sinful deed;
 And, that you know I envy you no lot
 Of highest wish, I wish you so much bliss,
 Hundreds of years you Stella's feet may kiss!

 The opening quatrain is not only graceful, but direct and
 forceful; the second quatrain becomes progressively more
 whimsical and precious, till it culminates in a trivial and
 stereotyped play upon words, introduced no doubt in the
 interests of elegance and perhaps in part for lack of some
 thing better to say; the quatrain of the sestet is a slightly
 precious prayer on behalf of the highway, the assumption
 that the highway is an interested listener and actor being
 purely decorative, and the couplet with which the sestet
 ends, a continuation of the prayer, enabling the poet to pay
 to his lady the formulary compliment of so many Petrarchan
 conclusions.

 The poem might be paraphrased thus: Highway, since
 I write most often under your influence (it is to be hoped
 that this nearly unparalleled falsehood troubled the high

 way no more than it appears to have troubled Sidney), I
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 beg you to bear me to my lady; and, since you appear to
 be doing so, my Muse and I will thank you. May you
 never suffer infamy, and-as a final proof of my sincerity
 -may you kiss Stella's feet for hundreds of years.

 I do not offer this paraphrase as an equivalent of the
 poem; nor do I offer it in levity. The rational* framework
 of a good poem should bear inspection, and the framework
 of this poem is trivial and inconsecutive. The feeling
 achieves dignity mainly in the first quatrain, which, if it
 states a falsehood regarding Sidney's poetry, implies a truth
 regarding his life, but of which the subject matter is irrele
 vant to the poem as a whole. The incoherence of thought
 and feeling alike are smoothed over by conventional tech
 nical procedure.

 Some of Sidney's sonnets are better than this; yet this is
 generally-and fairly-regarded as one of the best. In spite
 of gross faults, it has vitality and is still charming to most
 of us. It should be observed, however, that Sidney is con
 cerned here primarily with obtaining what he regards as a
 graceful manner, a polished surface; that his theme is trivial;
 and that his best poetry is irrelevant to his theme and a
 casual accident.

 I should select as the best sonnets in Astrophel and Stella
 the following: With how sad steps (XXXI), Come, Sleep!
 O Sleep! (XXXIX), Having this day my love, my hand,
 my lance (XLI), I never drank of Aganippe welt
 (LXXIV), Highway, since you (LXXXIV), Ah bed! the
 field (XCVIII), When far-spent night persuades each mor
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 tal eye (XCIX), Unhappy sight (CV), The blind man's
 mark (CIX), Leave me, 0 Love (CX). Of this group a
 few approach the economy and seriousness, though scarcely
 the profundity, of such a poet as Jonson or the later Gre
 ville: I refer especially to The blind man's mark, Leave me,
 O love, With how sad steps, and in particular the sonnet,
 in some ways the most effective of the group, beginning
 Unhappy sight. One can discern his weakness in all of
 these poems, however, and it is extremely evident in the
 remainder. One should mention also the sonnet beginning
 Oft have I mused, from the Arcadia, as one of the best
 and as characteristic: in this poem, as in some of Shakes
 peare's sonnets, the play upon words, superficially as trivial
 as in the poem quoted, becomes in some manner more serious,
 and involves important perception; it is not the most dig
 nified or efficient of methods, perhaps, but the poem has sub
 stance and beauty. Sidney's songs I shall discuss in another
 connection.
 Michael Drayton is a Petrarchist who does not take nat

 urally to the method. His rhythms, as compared to the
 graceful movements of Sidney, are stiff and plain. In his
 search for decoration, he often becomes grotesque and vio
 lent, for he lacks Sidney's talent for charming triviality.
 In estimating these qualities, we should remember that Dray
 ton wrote, in his two great patriotic odes, on the Virginia
 voyage, and on the battle of Agincourt, poetry as forthright
 as any of Gascoigne, and that nearly (though not quite) all
 of his greatest lines have the same forthrightness, though
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 they often appear in ornately Petrarchan settings. Consider*
 the following passages by way of examples:

 How happy are all other living things,
 Which though the day disjoin by several flight,
 The quiet evening yet together brings,
 And each returns unto his love at night.

 Since there's no help, come let us kiss and part.
 Nay I have done; you get no more of me.

 Three sorts of serpents do resemble thee.

 On the other hand, the conflict between the two qualities in
 Drayton sometimes produces a new quality. The laborious
 effort which Drayton expended to achieve the ornate some
 times resulted in great magnificance of feeling: one has not
 only splendor of language but an heroic feeling, a feeling
 of great difficulties overcome, and, within certain passages,
 at least, the economy born of difficulty. For an example,
 we may consider two lines from the sonnet beginning, Cupid,
 dumb idol, peevish saint of love, a poem in dispraise of Cupid,
 and in its main outlines perfectly formulary:

 Thy bow, half-broke, is pieced with old desire;
 Her bow is Beauty with ten thousand strings . . .

 Having achieved such lines, however, Drayton character
 istically mars them somewhat, for the second sentence con
 tinues to the end of the quatrain:

 Of purest gold, tempered with virtue's fire,
 The least able to kill an host of kings.

 The third and fourth lines are good enough in themselves,
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 but, following the first and second are an anti-climax and
 unnecessary. The poem gives us, perhaps, the measure of
 Drayton's genius, as well as the difference between Sidney
 and Drayton: Drayton has greater toughness and directness
 than Sidney, and an heroic cast of feeling, which, as I have
 said, appears to inhere in the rhetoric itself, and in the vic
 torious struggle with difficulties; he has, however, less sub
 tlety of perception and of subject than has Sidney at his
 best and is a less considerable poet.'

 Fulke Greville, Lord Brooke, the friend and biographer
 of Sir Philip Sidney, is essentially similar to Drayton in
 respect to Drayton's virtues, but is a man of far greater in
 tellectual power and is an abler and more consistent stylist.
 It is my own opinion that he should be ranked along with
 Gascoigne, Raleigh, Shakespeare, Jonson, and Donne as
 one of the most considerable lyric poets of the century.
 Further, he not only bridges the gap between the school of
 Gascoigne and the school of Sidney, but he bridges the
 gap between the school of Sidney and the school of Donne, so
 that he is a figure of considerable interest to the student of

 'His best poems in the shorter forms I take to be the following:
 The sonnets beginning, The glorious sun went blushing to his bed,
 Cupid dumb idol, Three sorts of serpent do resemble thee, Sweet,
 sleep so armed, To nothing fitter can I thee compare, You not
 alone, Dear, why should you command me to my rest, How many
 paltry, foolish, painted things, Since there's no help, Stay, speedy
 Time, Calling to mind since first my love began; the two great
 patriotic odes; and The Shepherd's Sirena. These poems at least
 wvill illustrate the qualities which I have defined, and I believe
 that none will be found greatly to impeach my definition.
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 alterations in method.
 His epitaph on Sidney is written in a measure common to

 the early school, and in a style plain enough and forceful
 enough for Gascoigne. 'Phe poem is well known, but it
 may aid the reader to see more clearly the qualities of the
 early school if I quote from it:

 Heart's ease and only I, like parallels run on,
 Whose equal length keep equal breadth, and never meet in one;
 Yet for not wronging him, my thoughts, my sorrow's cell,
 Shall not run out, though leak they will, for liking him so well.

 Farewell to you, my hopes, my wonted waking dreams,
 Farewell sometimes enjoyed joy; eclipsed are thy beams.
 Farewell self-pleasing thoughts, which quietness brings forth:
 And farewell friendship's sacred league, uniting minds of worth.

 And farewell, merry heart, the gift of guiltless minds,
 And all sports which for life's restore variety assigns;
 Let all that sweet is void; in me no mirth may dwell.
 Philip, the cause of all this woe, my life's content, farewell!

 Now rhyme, the son of rage, which art no kin to skill,
 And endless grief, which deads my life, yet knows not how to

 kill,
 Go seek that hapless tomb, which if ye hap to find,
 Salute the stones, that keep the limbs, that held so good a mind.

 Greville is able to combine the Petrarchan polish and bucolic
 wit of his friend, with the direct realism of the earlier
 period:

 I, with whose colors Myra dressed her head,
 I, that ware posies of her own hand-making,
 I, that mine own name in the chimneys read
 By Myra finely wrought ere I was waking,

 Must I look on, in hope time coming may
 With change bring back my turn again to play?
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 J, that on Sunday at the church-stile found
 A garland sweet, with true-love knots in flowers,
 Which I to wear about mine arm was bound,
 That each of us might know that all was ours;
 Must I now lead an idle life in wishes,
 And follow Cupid for his loaves and fishes?.

 The best of his poems in more or less the Petrarchan manner
 are probably the following: Love the delight of all well
 thinking minds (Caelica I), The world that all contains
 is ever moving (VII), Cupid thou naughty boy (XII), I
 with whose colors (XXII), Absence the noble truce
 (XLIV), Away with these self-loving lads (LII), and
 if it is fairly to be classified in this group-the obscure but
 thoroughly extraordinary lyric beginning All my senses like
 beacon's flame (LVI). It appears to me that these poems
 are fully equal to anything in Sidney, in spite of their not
 displaying comparable technical invention. When we add
 to them the great elegy on Sidney and the later devotional
 and theological pieces we have a very great poet indeed.'

 These later poems are written with a polish equal, in its
 way, to that of Sidney at his best; they are replete with

 'One should mention especially among the later poems: You that
 seek what life is in death (Caelica LXXXIII), The earth 'with
 thunder torn, 'with fire blasted (LXXXVII), Man dream no more
 of curious mysteries (LXXXIX), The Manicheans did no idols
 make (XC), Eternal Truth, almighty infinite (XCVIII), Wrapt up
 0 Lord in man's degeneration (XCIX), In night 'when colors all
 to black are cast (CI), Ho'w falls it out, the sincere magistrate
 (CVII), Syon lies 'waste, and Thy Jerusalem (CX), Do-wn in the
 depth of mine iniquity (C), Man's youth, it is a field of large
 desires (CII), The Serpent Sin, by showing human lust (CIII).
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 thought; and they are profound in feeling. Greville was one
 of the first poets to endeavor with some consistency to employ
 the elaborate Petrarchan machinery of style on subject mat
 ter worthy of it; yet in some measure he simplified that ma
 chinery, or at least in reading him, one seldom feels that he
 displays means in excess of matter. Of himself he wrote,
 in his life of Sidney: "For my own part I found my creep
 ing genius more fixed upon the images of life, than the
 images of wit, and therefore chose not to write to them on

 whose foot the black ox had not already trod, as the pro
 verb is, but to those only that are weather-beaten in the sea
 of this world, such as having lost the sight of their gardens
 -and groves, study to sail on a right course among rocks and
 quicksands." M. W. Croll1 in quoting this passage points
 to the difference between Sidney and Greville; among other
 things, he says: "By trying to make his words tally exactly

 with actual experience he succeeded in giving to simple lines,
 and sometimes to longer passages, in absolutely simple words,
 a peculiar power which is unlike anything in the poets with
 whom he was personally associated. It is different in kind
 rather than in degree from the fanciful eloquence of Sidney.

 The best parallel . . . is to be found in the works of
 John Donne." He might have added the equally striking
 parallel of Gascoigne.

 Yvor Winters

 1M. W. Croll: The Works of Fulke Greqville, A Thesis. University
 of Pennsvlvania. 1901.
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